
HOUSE CABINET

House Cabinet CB134

This is a wonderful accent piece, with an enormous attention to detail. Certainly a talking point!

The exterior is based on an English Georgian dressed stone house, complete with pilastres and decorative
architectural moulding details.

The top opens to reveal shelves, ideal for a drinks cabinet, or storage for tableware in the dining room. Or
for books in the office.

Immediately below is a pull-out slide, for serving drinks or even for use as a desk top.

Then we have deep drawers, very good storage for any number of uses. And a bonus: a secret drawer!

Wouldn't the House Cabinet make a magical storage for a child, for their toys or clothes.  Their most
precious things can be safe in the secret drawer.

The House Cabinet is a very decorative and useful cabinet, suitable for a myriad of uses.



It is in 3 separate pieces, to make transport and installation trouble free.

Model : CB134B
Dimensions (cm) : w115 d56 h221

Materials : Oak wood
Finished : Wood Lacquer Finish, or painted to order.
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